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CHAPTER I
nZRODUCTIOV
The problem.

That there are differences in abilities

and accomplishments among students is recognised, but there is
not enough done about it in the every day instructional methods
and techniques to help them.

One of the big difficulties lies

in the fact that teachers do not have the time (or take the
time) to check up in various books and magasines to find ideas
and techniques that could be applied to daily class work in
order to help do a better job of teaching#

The aim of this

study «ill be to find various factors, methods, tools* and
techniques for dealing «ith the slow learner so that the
aversige teacher and principal xsay have a someshat inclusive
list of things to consider that may be put to use in aiding
him.

From these aids the tea&hdr and the administrator can

choose «hat they think «ill «ork best in their particular
situation.
Meed of the study.

Mumerous teachers have expressed

the fact that they need and could use some compact source of
information on this topic «hieh would help the average teacher
in the average classroom to help the slow learner.

The writer

has felt the same need and, therefore, this paper should be of
some value.
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limitation# of the mtudy.

This study «111 deal with

the individual from the point of view of a realistic class
room situation rather than from a clinical standpoint•

Pew

schools have the clinical facilities or the money to go into
such a program*

This p a p w will deal with information that

will be of actual help to the average teacher In his or her
every day classroom teaching in the junior high school partic
ularly; however, a great deal of the material should be applic
able to all grades in general.
The slow students on the whole make up about one-fifth
to one-fourth of most heterogeneous groups#

BOlow this, on

the lower extremity of the scale, we have the feeble minded#
They will not be included in this study as they require clini
cal considerations#

Our educational systems and procedures

have been built up largely on the basis of "the greatest good
for the greatest number”, so our schools at the present time
are doing about the maximum for the average students who make
up from fifty to sixty percent of the group.

The remainder

constitutes the gifted and the retarded individuals#
study will aim to help the retarded;

This

the gifted could well

be the subject of another study*
A dhallenge to the teaching profession* Dr# W# Carson
Ryan in his book Mental Hedlth Through Education says* "More
of the boys and girls now in secondary schools will eventually
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find their eay Into hoapltale for mental dlaeaaee than Into
college," ^

Thle shonld give all members of the teaching pro

fession a challenge and they should endeavor to do all they
can to prevent such a situation from ever materialising.

Prob

ably no one *111 contest the fact that most of the students Dr,
Ryan «as talking about uould ordinarily evolve from the group
of slow learners#

It Is not In the secondary schools «here

such persons begin to be retarded, nor Is It In the junior high
school, but many can be recognised and helped here, so that
they «111 never become a burden to society.

This Is just

another case of closing the gate before the stock gets out.
Children need to feel that they are accomplishing some
thing, that they are getting ahead.

If they do not have this

feeling, they are frustrated and accomplishments drop more and
more.

If this state of frustration and despair continues too

long, a Seriously maladjusted Individual Is likely to be pro
duced, and It is frequently difficult to tell «hen a pupil Is
In such a state.

One Is more likely to recognize the Individ

ual «ho, being frustrated, rebels as a result, and then can
proceed to help him, but this does not help those «ho suppress
their rebellion and just sit and brood over the situation.

1
V, Carson Ryan, Mental Health Through Education
(Me« York: The Commaoneealtli # u n 3 , ^ W % y , p,
"
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Frequently, too, lAien teachers and parents realize a
child is not getting ahead, they take the attitude that he
mill outgroe it —

as if it were some sort of thing that he

just must go through or put up with and make the most of on
his own initiative.

Here teachers are overlooking an oppor

tunity to do sosMthing for an individual;

hut, when he is

assisted in making whatever adjustment is possible, his
teachers have swde a lifelong friend as well as a better citi
zen and an asset to society#
Early help is important.

]h a great majority of cases,

if these individuals could be assisted early enough, it would
not require much time or help.

Eowever, when they undergo

frustration over an extended period, the time involved and
help required to suüce adjustments increases much as a geomet
rical progression.

More could be done for more students if

they could be "found" in time and adjustments begun before the
maladjustawnt became too severe.
There is no one way, or method, or technique, that can
be applied to all individuals to locate a difficulty any au>re
than there is a single method or technique whereby adjustment
can be brought about in all children.
in many ways.

Children vary greatly

There are many factors individually as well as

in combination which act and react to make people different
one from another.

Also, it is amazing how much/children can

undergo and come through reasonably well adjusted.

However,

this is no good reason idiy they should be thrown on their own
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to luüct their adjustaente*

This etmtement could he used as

an argummit for not giving up hope on «hat might appear,
temporarily, as a hopeless case#
"With all our attention to practices for meeting
individual differences among pupils, one fact remains t the
junior high school today still fails to meet satisfactorily
the meeds, abilities, and interests of individual hovs and
girl*'" ^

1
William T# Oruhn and Earl R. Douglass, The M o d e m
Junior High Sdhool.
(Hew York: The Ronald Press Comnanv.

r«7jT pTdss;:
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CHAPTER II
THE lETE&LiaEKCE QDOTIBNT
Wbat the Intalliggiace euotleat la.

It seems appro-

priate at the beginning of such a study to mentis briefly a
fee facte about intelligence quotients as me cannot make the
study eithout using the tern or eithout considering ehat it
means on the individual's recwd.
Terman introduced the use of the term intelligence
quotient (I# Q«) into American intelligence testing results.
Hei took the idea from William 8 t e m \ a German psychologist,
mho suggested its use as early as 1912.

The I. Q# was devised

to show the individual's standing in relation to his mental
age and his chronological age and is found by dividing the
H.A. by the C.A.
thus;

I.Q.

=

M.A.
d#A#

If a pupil has a mental age of nine years and he is ten years
old, his I. Q. is

An I. Q, of from 90 to 110 is usually

considered normal.

1
William Stern; *Der intelligenz quotient als mass
der klndliohen Intelligens, inbesondere der untemormalen*,
Zeitschrlft fur Anaewandte Psychologie Vol. II, 1916, pp.1-18
Here s i e m refers to W s suggested use of the I.Q. in 1918.
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The M* A* has become the standard means of comparing
children mhether of different or the same chronological ages#
So far as our measuring Instruments have been developed. It
Is the best means available of cesq>arlng a ten year old mlth
a twelve year old#

Suppose both had X# A. #s of 10, then both

would be of comparable equal Intelligence as far as we are
able to measure#

However^ It must be remembered that this

Instrument Is not Infallible#

If «entai ages are used to com

pare a ten year old and a tvrelve year old, and their mental
ages are equal, then the younger one has used only ten years
to acquire the seme mental age as the older one has needed
twelve years to attain#

To do so, the younger child has

necessarily had to be more Intelligent.
Gradations of Intelligence# Freeman^ lists the
Intelligence quotients as followst
I# Q.

Class

0 - M # * • • # • # • Idiot
8 5 - 4 9 . . . . . . . . Imbecile
5 0 - 69 « . • # • . • • Moron
7 0 - 79 . . . . . . . . Borderline
80 - 89 . . . . . . . . Dull or Backward
90 - 109 . . . . . . . . Normal
110
119
........ Superior
120 - 139 . . . . . . . . Very Superior
140 and up............. Near "Genius" or "Genius"

1 Prank 8# Freeman, individual Differences
(Hew York: H# Holt & Company, 1934), pp# 84, 85#
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Reliability ja£ I. 0»

When dealing elth I. ft. »• It

mist always be remembered that an 1. Q* from a single test Is
not a reliable measure;

but^ If the same or nearly the seme

I. Q. Is obtained from three or four tests, then this figure
Is considered a reasonable measure of the Individual *s
abilities.
Tests of mental ability. Some of the outstanding
mental ability tests which have been devised and standardized
are:

Primary Mental Ability Tests, Muhman-Andersmn Intelll-

bence Tests, and Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability.
These tests are relatively easy to administer by the average
teacher.

They eeme with apeclfIc instructions which should

be read and studied before administering the tests, and upon
administering them these directions should be followed quite
carefully In order for the results to be compared to the
norms which are set up.

If directions and Inst m e t ions are

not followed, one might just as well not give the tests.
As stated in the introduction, this study was not to
be too clinical In nature and for this reason the clinical
tests for mental ability have not been Included.
About one-third of our population have I. Q.'s from
96 to 105, one-fifth from 85 to 95, one-tenth between 70 and
85, and one one-hundredth less than 70^.

Also as this study

Is not of a clinical nature and the individuals with I.Q. *s

1 Maoml Morsworthy & Mary T. Whitley, The Psychology
of Childhood. (Hew York: The Macmillan Co., IMS), p. 3 M ,
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balov 70 are not fraqnantly found In tha alaaaroom* tha arltar
la mostly oonoamad with the atudanta above tha moron level of
intelligence*
Pallaoiea reaardlna Intelligence.

Baker^ H a t s a

collection of fallacies about general Intelligence and gives
the current educational opinions regarding them*

They are

listed here as they mere formerly believed, yet there are
some people uho still believe in them.
1* A phymtcally active child Is also mentally
active.
2. The person vho talks a great deal or uees
big vords and high-sounding phrases Is of high
Intellsot.
S. Fhysloal characteristics s u ^ as the sparkle
of the eye, shape of the ears, height of the
forehead, firmness of chin, lines of the face,
ete. uere supposed to have certain significance.
The actual truth of these statements has been scientif
ically determined as followss
1. Actually feeble ndnded children are sometimes
outstandingly active physically.
2* The best test for the person who uses highsounding words and phrases Is to check Up on his
accuracy and consistency of use of such.
3. Carefully controlled experiments have definite
ly proven that % e s e characteristics are no more
typical of feeble minded than of superior Indi
viduals or vice versa.
The best method to date of determining natural ability
Is through the use of valid mental ability tests.

1 Harry J. Baker, Characteristic Differences In
Br ight and Dull Pupils. (Bloostington, ÏÏ1. t PuKLio ScEool
jkitI16i3Eg Company, 1Ù27), pp. 8 - 11.
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Mlmiee of

All too frequently teachers make

a gross mtsnse of the I# Q# *s they find on accumolated records
of students.

The writer has actually seen teachers during the

first few weeks of school in the fall look up I. Q# *s and
record them in grade hooks in terms of weholastie marks ( A*
By C. etc.), using a graduated scale they had prepared for
that use.

Such a practice as this is highly inexcusable and

certainly reflects upon the training and capabilities of a
teacher.
A low I. Q. for a pupil indicates that pupil needs to
have material presented in short, simple units that he can
comprehend and accomplish, rather than an asslgiment that he
cannot begin to come near completing.
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CHAPTER III
RSCOOIITION OP DSPI0ISNCIE8
Type» of reading deflolenolea+

In reading, deficien

cies may be classified as rate mid comprehension,
ous factors infInence both of these.

and mmer-

Causes of slow reading

can be traced to the followingt
inadequate vooaWlary
lack of interest
purpose for reading
excessive head movement
narrow eye span
inaccurate return of the eye to the next line
regressive movements
whispering to himself as he reads
pointing to words as he reads
defective vision
speech defects
interpretation of meaning
defective hearing
inferiority complex
Causes of poor comprehension may be some of the same
as listed above in addition to others.

They are*

inadequate vocabulary
lack of interest
defective vision
mental ability
narrow reading interests
Too much emphasis on oral reading in the lower grades
may affect silent reading in the upper grades.

This is true

when it results in the individual's reading a word at a time
instead of a group of words which is extremely inqmrtant for
effective silent reading.

Also it is true lAen the student

gets to the point where he is reading words, enunciating well*
but does not understand what he is reading.

He has learned
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to read orally In one sense, at least, but of ahat value Is
it to him as an individual who is going to have to do prac
tically all of his reading silently as he studies from here
on through the remainder of his school days?

Various studies

that have been made shots that the fast silent reader usually
comprehends more of shat he has read*
Deficiencies in arithmetic.

In arithmetic the defi

ciencies amy be listed as arithmetic reasoning and computa
tion*

Under the heading reasoning comes the inability to

read problems and determine ehat is to be done*

This is

ordinarily a deficiency in reading comprehensi<m*

Under

CiBWimtation deficiencies it is found that the student lacks
skill in fundamental operations.

He may know which operation

to use, but makes too many errors so that in spite of adding
where he should add, #tc., he comes out with the wr<mg answer*
Also included here is the student who is unable to solve
problems because he cannot determine the process to use, much
less apply it*
Deficiencies in language skills*

In language skills

the deficiencies fall into more categories such a#*
usage
capitalisation
punctuation
sentence sense
spelling
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Meana of raoogolalug daflcianolaa.

In order to reoog*

nlse retardation in these areas several things nnst he consid
ered.

One Is the results of the students on the various stan

dardized tests ihloh are generally divided Into sections.

In

reading, the sections are vocabulary, rate, and comprehension.
In language skills, punctuation, capitalization, usage, spell
ing* and sentence sense are the usual divisions, and In arith
metic the two common sections are reasoning and comprehension.
The above results analyzed In conjunction with Infor
mation to be found on the pupil's cumulative records and
school performance should be all that Is necessary to show
up a child as needing help.
The standardized tests will Indicate the general field
In which the student needs help, as a low score In any section
of the test Is ordinarily such an Indication.

Them It Is the

duty of the teacher to study and analyse this area further to
determine specific functions whldb need Improving*
metic for exaaqplet

In arith

If the student's score Is low In ccsaputa-

tlon. It Is relatively easy to look at the problems and detersd.ne In which of the processes he has made an outstanding
number of errors.

If only one process has been badly abused,

the teacher's work will be relatively easier than If a combin
ation of processes are Involved.

If the student Is deficient

nearly equally In all processes of arithmetic, then he will
require help more nearly of the caliber one would give a
student In the grade level In which this test places him.
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However* hie ege ehoald be given some eoneider&tion#

He will

not respond to the eeme peyohologieel approach one might nee
on a yonnger pupil.
Analysing same of the other situations may require a
little mors time and skill on the part of the teacher.
Ineonsisteney of a puuil.

If the standardised test

shows a coaqputation deficiency and the student's daily work
and èlass tests do not show this deficiency, then the cause
mij^t well be pursued because it may show up as a handicap
elsewhere#

If the cause turns out to be an upset stomach or

something similar, then it should be noted on the cumulative
record as such.

Should this same symptom show on the cumula

tive record a number of times, the heme room teacher or school
counsellor ought to look into the situation.

All too frequent

ly the classroom teacher does not carry the investigation far
enough or does not take the time to note the findings on the
cumulative record.

As a consequence, an important opportunity

is lost whereby an individual could be helped.
Mml^ ^

progress.

It must be remembered, too, that

if the mental ability tests the individual has taken show him
to have a low I. Q., there are certain limits, therefore, in
regard to how much progress can be made with him.

However,

if he has the mental ability and is deficient in any of the
aforementioned phases, he should be able to make much progress.
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Part of the eixanlative record should be a graph of the
student *e achievement year after year as determined by stan
dardised tests#

If these graphs are all on the same sheet,

they will show where deficiencies are continual, where they
are being gradually overcome, and where they are Increasing.
In remedial work. It must be remembered that first It
la Important to find out just where the difficulty lies#
Then the teacher must work to overcome the wrong method, which
may have become quite well "fixed* In the pupil's mind, by
explaining In detail and with examples the correct method of
procedure#

Frequently much repetition Is necessary before

success Is attained.
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CHAPTER IV
CORRECTIVE READIHO
Readlxm. a major tool.

The ability to read and under-'

stand «hat is read is so very vital in many life situations
that it is one of the first areas to consider in helping to
Improve abilities, particularly of the students «ho range in
the lo«er half of most classroom

groups.

Many teachers

could do more and better «ork in less time if they had been
given suitable attention in respect to reading abilities at
the r l ^ t time.

Those «ho can see this are the ones «ho

should promote an improved program in this field.
Every child does not get an equal amount of good out
of the same teaching situation, consequently the teaching sit
uations have to vary considerably.

The more students in the

class, the more variation is required in teaching situations.
On the other hand, the more students in the class, the less
time there is for variations#

This is an important argument

for having fe«er students in classes, and, as time progresses,
it can reasonably be expected that classes «ill be diminished
in sise.
Some aspects of corrective reading.

In order to im

prove his reading abilities, a child must do considerable read
ing on his reading level,

frequently a child is deficient in

reading because he does not care to read, then again there is
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the oxM «ho 1# not Interested In reeding beeense he is defic
ient*

The problem in either ease is to find a «ay to create

interest in «anting to read*

At this point, the cnanilatiTe

records should be of some value if sometme has recorded the
child's interests, likes, and dislikes*

Kneeing these, one

should not have much trouble finding some reading material
that will fit his needs which are based upon interests and
the grade level as measured by the standardised tests he has
taken.

It the tests place him at the fifth grade level, cor

rective reading should begin at the fourth grade level so as
to be sure it is easy enough for him.

After finding something

which the teacher feels will be interesting to the pupil, the
next step is to do all possible in the line of motivation to
SHike the child want to read it.

It should be as attractive

as possible with pietdres frequent enough to help retain in
terest.

The teacher should not work the child to the point

of fatigue but should try to vary the material as much as
seems prudent with the circumstances of the case.
Factors causing retardation. Frequent changing from
one school to another is a factor which can affect both rate
and comprehension. As the pupil's adjustment is taking place,
his progress in learning is retarded, and the more often this
takes place, the further retarded he becomes in his learning
processes.
In departmentalised junior high schools the change in
organisation of the schools from the one teacher situation
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to the multiple teacher situation may he a factor In causing
retardation as adjustment must take place upon entering the
differently organised Institution#
The method of attack upon these deficiencies must be ad
justed to the experiences, needs. Interests, attitudes, and
mental abilities of the student#

Frequently considerable help

Is needed from the teacher to get across the Idea of analysing
lAat Is read to get the Important points rather than reading
and rereading to remesAer as much as possible of shat Is read#
Basic sight vocabulary.

It Is most important that the

retarded reader have a basic sight vocabulary and this Is most
easily and most rapidly built up with the use of flash cards#
By the time the pupil has reached the junior high. It Is rather
difficult to get him to use the flash cards, particularly at
school.
at home#

It may be possible to get the parents to assist him
If so, the teacher should spend a fee minutes shoe

ing the parents hoe the cards should be used and explaining
that the child Is supposed to recognise the eord as a ehole at
a glance and Is not to spell the eord or any part of It#

The

idiole process should be conducted In the form of a game, the
child endeavoring to see hoe many eords he can recognise.
With the flash cards the child can see his improvement much
better than he can elth reading a story or a book end oonseiguently, he Is that much better encouraged#
The pupil must recognise most of the eords In a selec-
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tien before he cen read it and get any meaning from it*

He

may be able to guess a few of the words, but edien he must
guess at too many, he loses the thought*

Once he builds up

a basie sight vocabulary to the point idxere he recognizes
most of the words at a glance, he cem help himself considerably
by sounding out wcrds*

He should also be able to figure out

the meanings of some of the words by coraparison to other words
that he does know and from the general meaning of the sentence
as well as paragrajdi in which the word Is found*

Speed of

recognition of words is very important, for if he is too slow
at it, he loses the thought while he is trying to figure out
the words*

Speedy recognition aids comprehension*

Synonvms. antonyms, homomms*

▲ very important

technique for learning words and their meanings is to play
games with synonyms, antoi^fms, and homonyms*

This can take

the form of the old fashioned "spell down" where the group
chooses two captains who in turn choose sides so that half
the group is lined up against the other half*

If one is work

ing with synonyms, the captain of one side begins with a word
and the opposing side must supply a synonym, spell it, and use
it in a sentence*

The teacher is the referee and can find

numerous good teaching situations in the explanation of errors.
The same type of game can be played with antonyms and homonyms*
Another version of this, and probably a better one In
some respects, is to have all prepared with paper and pencil
so that when a captain gives a word, all the opposing side
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to
write the eynonym in a eentence.

After each captain In t n m

gives a predetermined muoher of words, the side that has the
most r l ^ t wins* .This gives actual practice In writing sen
tences, while with the former game more words are covered
orally#

Both have their place In learning to know and spell

new words*
Word meaning as a part of corrective reading.

An Im

portant part of corrective reading Is practice on word mean
ing*

ha the English language we have many words which are

somewhat unique In regard to having multiple meanings*

As

these words are found In class work, they should be explained
In detail and used in a number of sentences so that the child
ren will understand them*

Then they should be used by the

children In sentoaces of their own origin*
Is the word host.

The meanings —

A typical example

(1) a person who receives

a guest, and, (8) a number of, or multitude —

should be

discussed and the word used In sentences by the teacher*
Then the children should try to use It In sentences as they
may have heard It used previously and finally as they think
It Aiould be used*
carefully explained.

All misuses during this time should be
When the word comes up again later,

call attention to It and Its meanings, agAin using It In a
few sentences*

Children should be encouraged to use new words

as much as possible In their dally work*

Ask them If they

have tried using new words at home and what results they have
had with them*
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It le very importent that the dull pupil knou the
meaning of words which he tries to use#

H# J# Baker^ refers

to a hoy sho Interrupted a olass discussion on the Alps sev
eral times to aik about the Scandanavian countries#

When the

class and teacher became annoyed sufficiently to investigate
the reason for his questions# it was found that he just liked
the sound of the word and wanted to use it#
thought he was using it properly#

All the time he

Be as tactful as possible

in these situations as improper handling of them frequently
results in the pupil's embaras ament and losing interest in
trying out new words#
A phonies plan*

Numerous phonics plan# h#v#

used but a good plan comhihing acme of the best features is
described by 5# W# Doleh^ using thirteen steps.
1#
2#
3*
4é
5*
6#
7*
8#
9*
10*
11#
12#
13#

1

Single consonant sounds#
Consonant digraphs*
B h w t sounds of vowel# •
LOng sounds of vowels*
Pinal e rule*
DOsAle vowels*
Diphthongs*
Vowel followed by r*
Soft c and g*
Prefixes or suffixes*
Number of syllables*
Division into syllables*
Open or closed syllables.

Baker# 0 £* oit*. p. 99

2 B* W* Dolch# ^ Manual for Remedial Reading
(Champaign# 111** The Garrard Press# 1943)# pp# 212-213#
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The explanetione of the thirteen step# follow i (1) The
first thing to le a m is the single consonant sounds as they
usually begin words*

(2) When a word begins with several

different conaonAnts such as

and ^

single sound, this is a consonant digraph#

which have a

(5) When a word

begins with a consonant followed by a vowel, the vowel is
usually short#

(4) When a vowel has a sound like the name of

its letter, it is the long sound#

(6) Whan a word ends in

the preceding vowel is long# (6) To pronounce two vowels
which come together, make the first one long and the second
one short unless they are (7) diphthongs such as ou as in
house, ei as in noise, and ea in eat#
as one speech sound#

(8)

These are pronounced

Words like Jar, per, fir, nor, and

bur where r follows a vowel require a different pronunciation
for that tsWSl# (2) e end £ when followed by e and i have a
soft sound#

Sample: decide in cosqparison to decall age in

comparison to again#
(10)

Remove prefixes and suffixes from the remainder

of the word as they largely have their own pronunciation, and
frequently, when they are remdved, the remainder of the word
is familiar to the student#

A study of prefixes and suffixes

might well start with the word prefix with the teacher explain
ing it, then asking pupils to contribute other wordA to be
explained#

A starting list might be left on the board for

several days#

It might be similar to the following a
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Meeslng

Prefix
pre
tm
r#
die

Word Using It

before
not or opposite
again
opposite
Keani2«

Suffix

without
like
full of
in a manner

less
al
fttl
ly

prefix
nnaafe
retell
disloyal
Word Using It
fearless
natural
careful
cleverly

Dictionaries are a great he%p In teaching prefixes and suffixes
ia corrective work it Is well to stay rather close to the
ones where the student can understand the roct word.

Let the

students watch for words containing prefixes and suffixes in
their daily work.

Do not Ipy to make a complete list of them

as they become involving for the slow learners.
(11) Syllabieation follows the removal of prefixes and
suffixes so that the root word is divided into as many sylla
bles as there are vowels excepting that final _e is not counted
and two vowels together, whether the dame vowel or a dipthong,
count as one#

After determining the number of syllables look

for a vowel - consonant - consonant - vowel pattern and a
vowel - consonant - vowel pattern.
(12) Division in the former pattern comes between the
two consonants;
Examples:

in the latter, before the consonant.
absolute (ly)

enormous

(dis)appegp

so lute (J2 1» a suffix)
e nor mous
ap pear
(dis is a prefix)
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(13)

If a syllable ends with a consonant^ it is a

closed syllable and the vowel within it is short*

If the

syllable ends with a vowel, it is an open syllable, and the
vowel is ordinarily given the long sound*
to the latter*

However,

to enable the student

There are exceptions

this procedure will

be close enough

to determine the word*

One of the important factors in using this plan is to
progress numerically through the various steps*

Di the jun

ior high the pupils may have some knowledge of phonics; if so,
the teacher could continue from a higher step than could be
done in the lower grades*

Unless the student is considerably

retarded, the junior high teacher should be able to start out
with the sounding out

of long words or polysyllables rather

than with short words

or monosyllables*

The teacherwill

have to determine the starting point in regard to the present
background of the student*
Context clues.

^

some instances it is possible to

understand the meaning of a new word from the context in which
it is found*

William Eottmeyer^ says: "Accurate word meaning

guesses from context are not so common as is generally supposed*"
Ordinarily a retarded junior high school reader has had ample
time to have learned words by that method, and the fact that

1 William Eottmeyer, Handbook for Rmnedial Beading
(St.Louis: Webster Publishing dompSy, 1947), p* 4Ï," "
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he is retarded le definitely evidence that he needs a better
method of word recognition or at least further assistance
along with the context method#
Reading games.

The following reading games may be

used to improve both rate and comprehension t

1# Supply minor

Ideas In an outline which lists the major Ideas#

2# Select

the statement which best summarises a paragraph#

3. List

topics In the order In which they are found In the story#

4#

Supply major topics In an outline In idilch minor Ideas are
given.

5# Matching headlines or topics with paragraphs.

writing original headlines or topics for paragraphs#

6#

The

teacher can choose material ahlch Is suitahle for the child
from a grade level point of view as well as something which
Is apt to be Interesting to him.
too long or detailed#

The outlines should not be

Ihe outlines^ statements* headlines,

etc. can be worked out by the teacher and kept for future use#
The writer knows of a teacher who made and used quite a variety
of these to good advantage#

Some were prepared on various

books In the classroom and some were prepared from stories from
Ditto workbooks used for lower grades.
The Importance of sllerit reading#

The primary func

tion of oral reading In the lower grades la for children to
hear the words idille seeing them at the same time#

This pro

cedure gives all the children In the olass practice In word
recognition while one Is reading and It gives the teacher
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positive knoerledge that vorde are being recognised and pro
nounced preperly*

This technique is valuable while pupils

are building up their vocabularies rapidly, and as soon as
they can recognise the words as rapidly as they can pranounqe
them, silmt reading should begin.

If the pupil is forced to

read orally when he can recognise the words faster than he can
pronounce them, than tiËne result is a retardation of his read
ing rate.

Too much retardation at this point may seriously

impair his reading rate for the remainder of his life unless
he is found and given corrective treatment.

If a child is

forced to read orally when he could be reading faster silently,
it is also possible that he mây get the impression that it is
more important to read orally and such an ioq>ression when once
formed bedomes difficult to change.

The impression may even

take the extreme form of thinking that the proper sounding of
the words is the ultimate purpose of reading.

The aim of the

reading program in school certainly is not to prepare all stu
dents to be good oral readers.

However, this statement is not

to be misconstrued to mean that there is no place in the world
for good oral readers.

There are numerous uses for oral read

ing, but for the average Individual, silent reading is much
more essential to his progress in school and in later life .
Oral reading is just one step in the ladder of progress
of the pupil.

With it the teacher can be sure the pupil is

recognising the words;

with silent reading at this stagey the

teacher would have no way of knowing whether the child did
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r«cognlztt ne# word#*

Oraduelly the pupil leeme to pronounce

new words by sounding them out, end by this tine he oan recog
nise words as fast, if not faster than he can read them orally*
Charles H« Judd^ has worked out a graph to show this and one
finds here that at about the fourth grade level the rate of
recognition catches up to and passes the rate of artioulation.
From there on silent reading should be the rule and oral
reading the exception for moat school work*

300
290

150

100
60

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

Figure 1* Improvement in rate of articulation and in
rate of recognition of printed wprds In successive grades* The
full drawn line represents the rate of articulation* The broken
line represents the rate of recognition of words.

1 Charles H. Judd, Reading; Its Mature and Déveloment
(Chicago; thiiveraity of Chicago ^ress, loio),p* Ï4d,
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The ebjeetore to silent reading may that atudents
must lea m to enunciate ae «ell ae continue to learn ne« «orda.
The aneeer to this ia that all teaohera
atudiaa, aeienoe, etc, —
with theae.

—

arithmetic, aoclal

ahonld join in helping the atndent

Certainly the atndent la going to find new worda

in theae different claaaea,

la he than to wait to l e a m to

pronounce them and to l e a m their meaninga until he retuma to
a reading olaaat

Voir It la the duty of ftll teaohera to make

the moat of thia teaching opportunity.
Oral veraua allant reading.

Again the writer wiahea

to make it clear that he does not propoae to diapenae with all
w a l reading.

There are many placea where oral reading ia not

only deairahle but necessary in vmrioua phases of our lives*
There are many times when one wiahea to read an excerpt from
an article to a member of the family, or a friend.

There are

times when it ia highly desirable to read to one who ia ill,
there are occasional reports one wiahea to read to another,
much radio work requires good oral reading with enunciation,
emphasis, proper

enunciation, and even syllabification,

Theae are some of the uses for which we need oral reading.
The student diould have both, but as his scholastic needs
during the next ten years or more are of primary importance,
and since this need is best served by silent reading, it ia
of profound importance that he master the art of silent read
ing to the beat of hia ability.
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^ oorrectiv t^ehniatf « A valuablo technique using
My Weekly Reader series is explained by Genevieve Anderson^
in Which she had a group of five children eithin a regular
group who eere one year retarded in their reading abilities.
She found they eere interested in ships so, after proper mo
tivation, she started them reading material in

Weekly

Reader one year lower than their retax*ded level in order that
they would have material that they could read independently#
This reading was followed by a discussion after shioh they
read the next higher grade level of M^ Weekly Reader which
contained further information relative to the same subject
and required more supervision by the teacher#

Further dis

cussion, including explanations of new words, was followed
by further reading in the next higher level of
Reader#

Waaviy

This time they were reading in the same issue as

the remainder of the class, which gave them a great deal of
satisfaction.
The first reading had given them seme of the basic
ideas and words;

then they added a little more to that from

the second and still more from the third level of reading,
learning new ideas and new words as they went#

The ability

to read and to understand the same material that the rest of
the class was using was an achievement fdr this group of five
students and they were proud of it#

Farther pursuance of the

1 Genevieve Anderson, Adjusting Reading Programs to
Individuals (Supplementary Educational Monographs, Wo.dB
^ct #, 1941, Chicago* University of Chicago), pp# 145-S#
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so
amme typa of raaadial work would produce added l%>rov«pent
In reading abilities aa long aa the children could see that
they were making progress*
Remedial work could be conducted in aoclal studies
classes on the same basis as the above program, using books
of varying difficulty on the same general subject under didousslon*

This could well serve two functions then, the first

being that the student would gain desired knowledge upon the
subject and second, he could Improve his reading techniques
at the same time.
Forestalling the question of what to do with the re
mainder of the group, what could be more appropriate than
having them working at their own levels of ability^ bringing
In supplementary things on a more advanced level.
Phrase reading*

It Is important for the student to be

gin early In his school life to read phrases with one fixation
of the eyes rather than to continue to read words*

It Is dif

ficult for the student to get the meaning when reading remains
the mastery of ons word after another, and to the listener. It
sound much like calling off a list of spelling words*

The

mastery of phrase reading leads to the mastery of larger units
which is an extremely valuable skill for any person to possess
as It enables him to read so much more In any given time*
Also, there Is some evidence that the fast reader remembers
more of shat he has read*
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In order to l e a m phrase reading, the pupil must l e a m
to see words in groups.

There are numerous devices for help

ing to establish this practice such as the tachistosoope which
Kottmeyer^ has diagrammed and which is easily made.

It con

sists of a sheet of cardboard with a slot in it nemr the top
three ino&ee long and three-eighths of an inch wide.

The card

board covers a sheet of paper upon which are typed the phrases
to be used for practice.

As this sheet is pulled upward, it

exposes one phrase at a time for the pupil.

If a short, in

teresting story is typed in phrases on the paper, it Is of
more interest and value to the pupil.

Such sheets of story

pbr&aea should be kept on file for use year after year.
A simple form of this idea is to use a piece of paper
to cover lines already read and slide it gradually down over
the page at a rate that will force the student to read a little
more rapidly.

The paper could have a slot cut Into it to

expose less of the text, for a further variation.
Another method of teaching phrase reading is to mark
off the phrases in a book for the student so he will know what
is meant by "phrase";

and, after some practice,, he will be able

to mark some for himself#

After a little more practice, he will

not need the phrases marked, but will read them directly.

1

Kottmeyer, o£. cit..

p. 105.
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The following taohietoseope can he made from an 8j^* x
11* piece of cardboard from the back of a tablet;

The Phrase Sheet

Place phrases here
for the children
to read
thronggh the opening*

5*« l« : I
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Raadlnp interests of atndent a»

In determining the
,1
reading Intereata of retarded readers. Witty and Eopel found
that of two hundred fifty hooka recently read by etudenta only
thirteen were read by more than one individual, while only one
of these thirteen waa read by more than two#
Robinson Cmaoe#

That book waa

Terman and Lima^ include this book in the

following list of the twenty booÿa moat liked by boyat
* 1# Treasure Island
* 2# Call of the Wild
3. Tom Sawyer
4. Rehidaoa Crusoe
* 5. Three Musketeers
*ô§# Ivahhoe
7. Huckleberry Finn
8# PenrodH
9; Sherlock Holmes
10. Kidnapped
ii; Black Beauty
12. Swiss Family Robinson
i s ; Connedtieut Yankee
« U . Tale of Two Cities
15. Count of Monte Cristo
16. Penrod and Sara
17. White Fang
18. Last of the Mbhicana
19. Jungle Books
20. Oliver Twist

Stevenson
Jack London
Mark Twain
Defoe
Dumas
Scott
Mark Twain
Tad&lngton
Conan Doyle
Stevenson
Sewall
Wyss
Mark Twain
Dickens
Dumas
Tarkington
Jack London
Cooper
Kipling
Dickens

1 Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading
the
Educative Proceaa (Boston: din and Company, IBSw), p# 58,
2 L# M# Terman and M. Lima, Children's Reading
(Hew York; D# Appleton - Century Company, idSl), p. 74♦
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Th* Corresponding list of twenty books most liked by
girls follows<

1.
2#
* s;
4#
* 5#
6#
# 7.
8.
9#
lo;
u;
12.
is;
14#
«16;
16#
17.
18.
•19.
20.

Little Women
Anne of Green Gables
Ivaahbe
Little MenTreasure Island
Laddie
Three Kisketeers
Alice in Wonderland
Heidi
Pollyanna
Secret Garden
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm
David Copperfield
Little Lord Fauntleroy
Call of the Wild
Eight CoustÉs
FrecklesLittle Minister
Tale of Two Cities
T7ncle Tom's Cabin

Alcott
Montgomery
Scott
Alcott
Stevenson
G# S. Porter
Dumas
Carroll
Spyri
E# Porter
Burnett
Wiggin
Dickens
Burnett
Jack London
Alcott
0. 8. Porter
Barrie
Dickens
Stows

These lists were compiled from titles given by
1,827 children who were asked to list four or five books
which they had most enjoyed reading during the last year#
The asterisks point out books which are common to both
lists#

As these books represent children's Interests,

they should be of some value in getting more students to
read at home;

vhich, of course, is one way of encouraging

children to Improve their reading abilities.
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CHAPTBB V
OORRBCTI?S ARITHMETIC
Reading and interpreting direction*.

One of the first

factors to consider in corrective arithmetic is the meaning of
the signs and interpreting directions given.
should be given on the signs

Plenty of drill

and x and stress should

be laid on the careful consideration of their meanings.

Also

it is veil to have s<me eork sheets eith problems under head
ings of Addition, Subtraction, Division, and Multiplication.
It is best if all the addition is not in one place and all the
multiplication in another, but the teacher should have the
problems mixed, remembering that this is practice on inter
preting directions more than in actual a orking of problems.
However, the problems must be checked for accuracy and re
turned to the children.

The teacher might veil have other

work sheets, too, #iere the directions are given by signs only*
Most teachers have checked papers Which had a row of
problems with the heading, "Subtraction", yet the child multi
plied, probably on the basis of insufficient practice in the
type of problem along with the manner of giving instructions,
and because the problems looked to the child most like what
he had had in multiplication.
For Examplei

Subtraction:

18
4

24
6

40
9

56
7
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$6
ThlB method of arranging problems Is need extensively on
achievemeat tests and on Intelligence tests;
It Is Important, In order for one to

consequently

get an accurate check

on the student*s capacities and abilities, for him to follow
the proper instructions*
Analyse the difficulty. Frequently after analysis the
child can be shown that he has been making the same type of
mistake over and ever again while all along he has been think
ing he has been making Innumerable types of mistakes.
usually seems to him much worse than It actually Is.

It
While

he Is in the frame of mind that he has been m a ^ n g many types
of mistakes, he Is not yet ready for the actual remedial
assistance, but as soon as l;e can be shown that It Isn't as
bad as he thinks, he Is relieved of much mental tension that
accompanies his situation and the difficulty may be mastered
more rapidly.
Supply properties to manipulate.

Occasionally the

student can help Improve his number concept with the aid of
properties, such as toothpicks, that he can manipulate.

These

he can place on the table In groups or tie into bundles so as
to add Interest to shat he Is doing.

Here, then, he Is worlo>

Ing with actual things rather than abstract numbers and he can
see more reason In What is to be done.

Many other objects are

likewise usable, and best results are obtained when the child
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is marking mith saoMtiblng hs partiottlarly Ilk## suok as shells*
pebbles* aarbXss* sto«

This Idem works well for Issming the

eenbinstions sad for wultiplTiAg small ambers.
ahow the pgpil shere he errs.

Analyse the ohild*s

errors while he watehes and point oat to him the exact place
where an addition* or swbtraotion* or nultiplioatiea* or di
vision is inoorreot.

Have him write down that particular part

as a simple problem in itself* and when you ^ v e dime thle for
the eight er ten probles* that he has missed* analyse these for
the commonest types of errors he is making,

low give him a few

simple problems involving the same type of process or process*
es —

including these that he has copied from his errors —

and let him go to work with his shells or toothpicks*

Also

show him that the larger problems are Just coWblnatioma of the
simple problems he has been working on r&th his shells* and
that once he can master the simple ernes* the others are Just a
combination of several simple problems into a single larger on»
An illustration of this point with examples follows t
Take five multiplication problems that
John has missed.

U
#
w r

m

Tcr
75"
7M

75
55
818
85«r

08
55
WBtr

analysing these with John* it is obvious that he

does not know his multiplication tables and needs more prac-
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tlce in the kind of problem using them.

Give him some of

the simple ones Involving numbers up to 9 x 9 and let him
go to work with his shells, using suitable motivation, of
course, to keep him Interested,

Once he has lost Interest,

he will not accomplish desired results.
fore he reaches the state of fatigue.

Also, stop him be
Show him, too, that

he missed the fourth problem merely because he forgot to
carry one and add It to his second product#

Praise him for

having multiplied correctly all the way through that prob
lem and at the same time praise him for the other problems
which he did correctly and show him that the situation Is
not entirely hopeless nor as bad as he may think It Is.
Further practice Is necessary.

After analyzing

these five problems one has four simple problems In multi
plication,

They

are:

7
x3

6
x4

4
x5

9
x6

These should be Included In the problems he Is practicing
upon with his shells.

Also If you can find that he has

correctly done the Inversions of these, you can quickly
bolster "morale" by showing him that he already does know
them, really, but has not recognized them.

It Is very

gratifying to see the light In a pupil’s eyes when he
realizes that 5 x 4 Is the same as 4 x 5,
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iSâCE^BS

diTlaloft error#.

The foUovlng mr#

th# first fir# of the long dlrieion grobleo# that John
ml###d, dhowiag th# error# et he mtde them:

4/Sîf
%

e/7^

&

%

68 3
9/iSSI

%

1 1 1 1

%
%

âaelyei# of them reveal# an error in aubtraetion In eaoh
prohletu

nieee error a redneed to aieple prohleme are:

81

89

71

>88

:£ji

88

Try redaoing theae etlll farther to:

31

9

zJL

dL

11

zA

18
zJ l

18
zA

Thi# 1# dome hy aubtraoting the tame maltipl# of ten from
both the mlnaemd and the anhtrahi^*

than John l e am # to do

theae in their alaplaat form* he ia ready to try them in the
form a# taton from the original problème,

ihao after that,

give him the original problama again.
Going back to the original long diviaion problama* it
will be noted that two of the errera roault from aubtraeting
a wiimend ending in one, and in both oaae# he ia just one
point wrong,

Thia at leaat would inSloatc a need for further
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practice in this type of problem.

Have him work several ex

amples of this type on the board, doing his reasoning orally,
to see how he is thinking on this type of problem.
Carrying.

In regard to whether pupils should be allow

ed to mark down the figure which is being carried In an addi
tion problem, hue11a Cole^ suggests that they be encouraged

to do so#

She continues:

To begin with, children need to see the number in
order to be sure of adding it. Secondly, their atten
tion span is so short that they can not be sure of
getting up the second column before they run out of
breath; if they pause anywhere they must go back to
the very beginning and start over unless the carried
number has been written down.
In the third place, an
adult working under normal business or social condi
tions usually writes down these numbers because he
may be disturbed before he can complete the addition,
and he does not want to waste time.*
Writing down these numbers is a normal, realistic
thing to do when working problems;

and, considering that

it does aid accuracy, the children should be taught to
make use of the technique.

The Idea that mathematics

should discipline the mind is now obsolete, and carrying
those numbers in the head is nothing more than a mental
strain upon the child.
many mental strains;

Modern civilization causes too
consequently, when one can be avoided

it Is a logical thing to do.

1 Lue11a Cole, Rie Elementary School Subjects
(New York: Rinehart and Company Inc., 1946), p. SÏÔ,
2

Loc. cit.
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The figure may be placed above or below the column,
depending upon whether the child Is adding down or up.

If

the number Is placed above, using a smaller figure than Is
used for the problem. It Is less apt to be confused with the
answer and, usually, there Is more space at the top where
It can be placed.

If the addition Is from the top to the

bottom, there Is less wasted time and action, because when
the adding Is completed the eye and hand are at the bottom
ready to write down the total.
Multiplying by zero or multiplying zero with another
number.

Frequent errors arise In the multiplication of a

number by zero or multiplying zero by another number.

One

means of teaching that the product In either case Is zero
Is by the manipulation of objects —

pencils, shells, etc.

Place a dozen or so upon the desk away from the student a
little distance.

Remind him that he has none of them.

Now

ask him, "if I were to give you nine times as many as you
have, how many would you have?"

Repeat this process with

coins or other objects and after several attempts of this
nature most students will realize and remember that the
product Is always zero.

Then explain that the Inverse Is

always the same. I.e. , 0 x 9

equals 0.
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Subtraction techniques.

The old idea of ’’borrowing"

in subtraction is replaced by a more logical method by D.Banks
Wilburn^ who says we d o n ’t really borrow because we have no
Intention of returning it*

He gives some concrete examples

of how to proceed in teaching subtraction.

For example:

35
-17
Begin by placing three rows of ten each and one row of three
sticks, buttons, or some suitable object, thus:

//////////

zy////////

///

As it is impossible to take 7 from 3 take one of the groups
of ten to put with the three, making 15;

//////////

then subtract.

(2vvvyy%////
^ -- —

///

Leaving 6

Next, there is one group of 10 to take from two groups of 10,

//////////

(j/m/Jn])

(TimTT)///

///

Leaving one group, or 10 in addition to the 6 left from the
first part or a total of 16.
Another method of doing the same problem was shown:

# * *
w e e

10

plus

^ ^

6

equals 16

The next method worked with figures but still used a
learning aid.

Thus:

1 D, Banks Wilburn, "Learning to Use a Ten in
Subtraction," Elementary School Journal. 47:461 -6,
April, 1947.
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33

^

Is

§3

-17
----

-17

-17

-17

-17

For nximbers ending in 0:
60
-24

to
-24

to
-24

to
-24
6

to
-24
36

For three digit figures:
604
-128

S9 ,

59,

-128

3Q4
-128

476
After applying this technique to the slow learners in
a group a study was made which showed that the slow learners
caught

up to the rest

of the group.

these techniques arenot

It

must beunderstood

a sample of regular

that

class work, but

are to be used in the capacity of corrective work.
Lue11a Colei also approves of this learning aid and
frowns upon the idea of calling it a "crutch".

When there

is a usable technique that is an aid, it should most certainly
be used, and research has proved that pupils do more work
more accurately in less time by using it than they do without
it.
Another subtraction technique shown by Colo

Q

is

worth noting:
82
-39

equals 70 plus 12
equals 30 plus __9
40 plus 3
43

1

Cole, op. cit.. p. 352.

2

Ibid.. p. 351.

43 equals 30 plus 13
-27 equals 20 plus _7
plus 6
16
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This should not be used as a regular means of working
problems but merely to show the pupils what happens mathemat
ically when one "borrows”,
•Rmphflaizfl correct procedures.
wrong answer or procedure;

Do not emphasize the

always emphasize the correct

form as this Is more Impressive to the child and should be
the one he carries In his mind.

If the wrong form Is empha

sized In an effort to show that it is wrong. It may remain
In the pupil’s mind, and when ha Is faced with the same sit
uation again or even a similar situation, his mind may pick
up the form which Is remembered because by this time he has
forgotten that this form was emphasized as being wrong.

One

I
cannot always be sure that the child has listened sufficient
ly well to have understood vhlch form was right and which was
wrong when both are given.

He may have been engrossed in the

mathematical process of trying to work the problem while the
explanation was being given by the teacher.

In this case he

could very well have followed through on the wrong form mak
ing the same errors and ending up thinking he was right this
time "for sure"

because he obtained the same answer as was

shown In the problem on the board.
Technical words In arithmetic.

Technical words In

arithmetic should be handled similarly to new words In read
ing,

It Is more Important to explain them than It Is to

define them.
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In a study made by Busvnell and John^ they found that
many students had absolutely no conception of the word acre,
and many of those who knew that it was a measure of land had
extreme Ideas as to Its size.

Some of the answers they re

ceived were ” a kind of nut", "a m a n ’s name", "houses", and
"to have a stomach ache"* Some of the concepts of measure
ranged from one extreme, the size of the room (12’ x 15') to
the other, a square mile*

It would be well to take the child

ren out and measure off an area of one acre or to measure the
school grounds and figure out how many acres are in it*

This

would give them a practical application of the arithmetic
they are studying and might make them realize, more than any
other way, the importance of the subject.

This idea of illus

trating or demonstrating could be used on many mathematical
terms*
The use of drills*

In the use of drill, Morton^

points out that thorough explanations of the processes before
the drill is absolutely necessary, otherwise many pupils may
perform their drill work incorrectly.

He says, " • . , drill

is not a substitute for adequate learning experience.

Drill

should follow rather than precede the development of an
understanding of processes and steps in those processes*"

1 G. T. Buawell and Lenore John, The Vocabulary of
Arithmetic
(Educational Monographs, No* 58, Chicago: Depart
ment of Eclucati on. University of Chicago, 1931), pp. 66,67.
2 R. L. Morton, "Securing Better Results in Arithmetic, "
N. E* A* Journal. 36: 568-9, November, 1947.
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He goes on to say that, "if a phrase In arithmetic Is not
meaningful to a pupil, it will not become meaningful by
drill." ^
The teacher should teach the students to think of
figures in terms of material things.

For example, if a

student is adding 2/3 and 3/4, have him think of 2/3 of one
apple and 5/4 of another.
two parts in his mind;

He should be able to see these

and when he combines them, he should

realize that he is going to have approximately one and a half.
At least he can see that he has more than half of each, and
when he combines them he will have more than a whole one and
less than two.

Then if his answer is less than one or more

than two, he can see that he has made an error somewhere.
The writer has seen the above problem worked by the student’s
cancelling both 3's thus:
2/^ plus p/4 equals 2/4 or l/2.
If this student had been taught to estimate his answer, he
would have realized that he was in error somewhere.

Students

are invariably going to do better work when they can see an
application for the problem.

1

Loc. cit.
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CHAPTER VI
LANGUAGE
Spelling.

ARTS

It has bean found that having children

write words twenty times Is a waste of time, because, when
they finish the twentieth time, they make too many mistakes
and the objective —
stroyed.

learning to spell the word —

Is de

In fact the slow learner has more possibilities

of learning the word Incorrectly In this manner than he has
of learning It correctly.

One student In writing a word

twenty times made five different errors —

an average of

one error for each four times he wrote the word.

If he had

stopped on the third writing of It, he might have achieved
some good from the work.

Another student in writing the

word English wrote the

twenty times, then the £l twenty

times, then Ish; and even so, when he wrote the twelfth
En he dropped the capital.

Much good this did that student!

If the pupil has twenty words and he writes each one three
time#, he will be sufficiently tired of the job when he gets
that far, so that further drill would be profitless.

It is

more advantageous to have two or three drill periods of
shorter duration than to write twenty words twenty times.
That chore would be tedious for any adult;

It is even more

so for the pupil.
Drill work.

Corrective work In language skills is

best accomplished through an abundance of drill which must
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always follow several simple principles.

First, the drill

must be short or It becomes very tiring and boring to the
individual so that he dislikes the Idea and the work, and as
a consequence he might not want to l e a m .

In this last In

stance, then, one might have defeated his purpose.

On the

other hand, most students will participate quite well in a
short drill exercise and may even like it.

Second, drill

work must be frequent in order to get the student beyond the
plateau of learning.

Studies which have been made show that

short, frequent drills are more effective than any other
procedure.
The teacher must remember that many things which seem
simple and easy for her are in reality difficult for the
child and require frequent and constant explanation.

For

example, the word don't may sound quite proper with the
third person, singular subject to a child, largely because
he has become accustomed to hearing it that way at home.
However, to the teacher it is the next thing to repulsive.
Proper explanation by the teacher is in order here along
with short, frequent drills on the proper usage of both
words.

The drills may take various forms.

One could be

the use along with the various subjects, such as:
I don't

You don't

Ha doesn't

We don't

You don't

They don't

This particular drill can seirve several functions as most
any child will recognize the word you in several places
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and Hill inquire about it.

In this lesson, then, he can add

to his knowledge of singular and plural as well as the correct
auxiliary verb form.

One warning here:

A drill cannot serve

too many functions at the same time or the student is apt to
lose the main purpose for which the drill was Intended.
Ihe next step is to explain the use of the apostrophe
and write the drill work upon the board in this form:
I do

not

You do not

He does

not

We do

not

You do

They do

not

not

Finally add the main verb and drill with a simple sentence
such as:
I do

not run. You do

not inm. He does

not run.

We do

not run. You do

not run. They do

not run.

The child is not going to use does correctly until he has
heard it frequently enough to offset some of the misuse he
has heard at home or elsewhere.
After taking a number of cranmonly misused words

indi

vidually through an intensive drill as above, it is well to
mix them up in another drill composed of sentences with blanks
where the children can insert what they think is the correct
form.

This can serve as a pretest mostly to show the child

where he is deficient before drilling further.
Capitalisât ion and punctuation.

Teaching capitaliza

tion and punctuation requires that detailed explanation of
the rules be given along with a number of examples on the
board.

Don't try to teach too many rules at any one time as
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that procedure causes confusion In the minds of the puplla-particularly the slow learners -- and they begin to feel that
they can never learn all that.

Once the pupils take this

attitude, one has a double teaching situation to perform: first,
to get the notion out of their heads, and second, to do the
actual teaching.
Begin with illustrating several uses of capitals, or
with one use of capitals along with one punctuation use;
than, after explanations have been given and examples demon
strated, try several more.

The teacher will have to determine

the maximum depending upon the background and capacities of
the individuals in the class.
Commonly misused words. There are many words that are
commonly misused by the students because they have become ac
customed to hearing them used incorrectly by adults at home
and numerous other places in the community.

Some of these

words are:
shall, will
I, me
sit, set
may, can
leave, let

who, whom
lie, lay
ris% raise
did, done
teach, l e a m

Frequently the teacher finishes a detailed explanation
of the proper uses of some of these and follows up with one or
more of the class members giving examples only to have a stu
dent say, "But it doesn't sound right."

This is a definite

indication that a certain amount of oral practice is necessary
for that individual ( and probably others) before he will
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become accustomed to using the proper form.

It is well to

take time occasionally for short oral drills on these words,
and once in awhile to give a written drill so the pupils can
have s<me evidence of their improvement.

This will also give

them a better indication of which words they are missing than
the oral drill gives.
Adjectives and adverbs.

To improve the vocabulary and

descriptive abilities of students, make a game of finding ad
jectives to describe different nouns.

Choose the nouns from

some school work that has been studied recently or something
which will be studied soon.

Divide the class into an appro

priate number of groups (depending upon the size of the class)
so that the members of each group can work together.
six makes a good working group.

Five or

Give each group ten nouns to

describe in five minutes or some other definite length of tlme^
depending upon the students and the nouns.

The group having

the most correct adjectives (eliminating colors, special ad
jectives such as a,

the, this, that. these. and those, as

well as slang such as a swell show, or a fine horse) is the
winning group.

The eliminations above should be discussed as

a part of the explanation of the game.

Such nouns as tree.

book, house, clown, poem, vacation, friend, dog, horse, hat.
automobile. factory, butterfly, weather, and soldier are
good to begin with.

Once the game gets started, the teacher

will be surprised at the enthusiasm of the students and will
find that on subsequent days the pupils will want to use
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nouns which they found in other classes.

In finding the ad

jectives, the pupils may use dictionaries or anything avail
able excepting a book of synonyms which would give an unfair
advantage unless each team had one.

The teacher may be sur

prised to find that the pupils on the whole will understand
the meanings of the words they choose, and the meanings should
always be discussed if there is the slightest possibility that
all members of the class do not understand them.

The writer

was surprised once to have a group turn up with the word
coniferous which a member of one group pronounced correctly
and for which he gave the correct meaning.
There are numerous times when one can use five or six
minutes profitably in this manner and produce real educational
results.

Select new groups within the class from time to time

to minimize the possibilities of any one student being in a
losing group regularly.
Vary the game using adverbs instead of adjectives, but
avoid the use of awfully, frightfully, horribly, terribly, and
terrifically to mean very.

The use of a fabulously wealthy

man and an exceptionally hot day is much preferable to the use
of very.
Different maanings of the same word.

There are many

words such as seal, brave, watch, cross, crowd. etc,
may be used as different parts of speech.

which

Pupils should have

practice using such words correctly in sentences, and numerous
games might be employed for this purpose.

The writer here
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submits one word used in different ways in order to show some
of the possibilities.
1#
2,
3.
4,
5.

The steps were worn down by many feet.(adverb)
The car travelled down Ihe road, (preposition)
Mother bought some down pillows, (adjective)
This quilt is filled with white down, (noun)
He could not down his apponent. (verb)

Penmanship.

A more interesting way of practicing the

improv«aent of penmanship
as:

1,e, 1» i» d, b, a,

is to play a game with letters such
o, h, k, m, and n.

There are

twelve of these which are most frequently malformed in child
ren's ( and adult's) writing.

Choose eight of the letters at

a time and have the children use them as a basis of determin
ing how many words can be made from them.

The words must be

written out and the letter forms must be satisfactory to the
teacher#

A good way to choose the letters is to have them on

individual squares of cardboard, put them Into a box and shake
them up.

Different students may each draw a letter until the

eight are chosen.

At the next choosing, the letters are quite

apt to vary, so it will be unlikely that lists of words held
over by the student will fit#

This will give practice In

dictionary work, and in thought, as well as in penmanship.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The modern high schools are now adding guidance and
counselling centers as part of their aid to students, but In
the grades below high school every teacher must have some
ability to recognize the retarded and begin planning Instruc
tion according to their needs and abilities.

Teachers cannot

wait until students get to high school to do what must be done
for them.

The sooner the teachers begin recognizing deficien

cies and overcoming them, the fewer maladjusted Individuals
will there be, and at the same time those who may be mal
adjusted will be so to less degree.
overcome greater complications later.

Early treatment will
However, the writer

doesn't presume to suggest that all maladjustment can be
avoided.

Until the state of Utopia Is accomplished there

will be maladjustment, but there most certainly Is much that
can be done to avoid a great deal of It.
In order to have a clearer picture of the student the
schools should begin keeping comprehensive cumulative records
from the child's first entrance Into school.

These records

should go with the Individual all the way through his school
career, each teacher who comes In contact with the pupil add
ing something to the record concerning the child, his health,
environment, natural abilities, likes and dislikes, his
activities, achievements, citizenship, sociability, coopera-
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tlon, self reliance, emotions, etc#

In any one or In combina

tions of these may lie a cine to a difficulty which, with
assistance, the Individual may surmount#

Also, In any one may

lie a clue as to what can be done or how It can be done In
order to be the most help to the Individual*

All too fre

quently a clue to either of the above situations may lie In
an apparently Insignificant thing when seen alone but when
seen as a part of the complete picture. It has real signif
icance#
It Is hoped the suggestions In this paper will save
teachers time In determining who needs help, the kind and
amount of help, and how best to help them In the local
school situation#
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